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NOTE:   For existing roll-up systems that do not lock down,  we offer our RBBD, 

to deflect the roll-bar over the 2x baseboard, as shown in Fig. WR3.

 We offer our POSI-Clasp Roll-Bar Cap, continuous clasping action, 

 8' or 12' L,    to vastly improve the rolling action of existing roll-ups.

And we offer Roll-Pipe Hanger installation aids that ease straight-line installation 

of 1.315" roll-Pipes off of the top of 2x baseboards.
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6" eyebolts for bottom

OR, without our wirelock base, 

  4" eyebolts will be provided.

New  "EZ Snap-in" 

 Rope Hook fits into

 our wirelock base.

WR 2.   IF YOU HAVE ORDERED A COMPLETE CURTAIN SYSTEM FROM US USING OUR SINGLE  WIRELOCK TOP CLASP or our DOUBLE 

WIRELOCK(S),  we will include our special designed aluminum rope hooks that fit into our wirelock base.  Install the RHAlum hooks starting at the 

end and spacing them approx. every 4' apart. (Figs. WR1 & WR2).  NOTE: Our Double Wirelock Base accepts our RHAlum in the bottom wirelock 

channel.

WR 3.   

WR 1.  Heavy Duty WIND ROPE INSTALLATION METHOD:  (See Fig. 11)  Starting at one end,  install the upper wind rope restraint hooks (typically 4" 

eyebolts with double nuts) approx. every 4' apart thru the double wirelock at the top (See Fig. 3). (or sometimes these are installed up at the gutter lip)    

Install 6" long Eyebolts every 4' below the upper eyebolts into the baseboard at the bottom (See Fig. 6) a minimum of 4" below the lip of the Roll-Lock.    

NOTE: The roll-bar should not rest on the eyebolts when the curtain is extended fully down.   Install the bottom eyebolts to allow a 3/4" gap between the lip 

of the Roll-Lock and the wind rope, so that the ropes deflect the roll-bar in under the Roll-lock as the curtain drops past it.  Attach the wind ropes as two 

separate ropes in an "X" pattern, so that if a rope ever breaks, you will have time to  repair it while the second one holds.  (See Fig. 11)  
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